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The murder of an esteemed drug dealer has Levour "Tre Pound" King fighting for his life; not just in court,
where he's facing life without parole, but in the unforgiving streets, where his enemies prefer to give him the
death penalty. Tre Pound comes from a family of well-known hustlers. He's a hood star. Women are his
playthings; even a secret affair with his homeboy's little sister doesn't satisfy him. He's 21 years old and
believes the city belongs to the Kings. Tre Pound has swagger and the money of a businessman, he roams
throughout the ghetto untouched-and in his pastime, he robs drug dealers. Not once has he used a mask. He
wants his victims to know it was him. Tre Pound's exploits affect his 15-year-old cousin, Camille King.
Camille hates that Tre Pound runs off all her boyfriends and fears she'll always be alone. Will she ever find
love? Will Tre Pound end up behind bars or gunned down? Or will the unthinkable happen? Cross into the
perilous streets of Kansas City, Missouri, and find out ...
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From reader reviews:

Anthony Valdez:

Why don't make it to become your habit? Right now, try to ready your time to do the important action, like
looking for your favorite e-book and reading a e-book. Beside you can solve your problem; you can add your
knowledge by the reserve entitled Tre Pound. Try to make book Tre Pound as your good friend. It means that
it can for being your friend when you feel alone and beside associated with course make you smarter than
previously. Yeah, it is very fortuned for you personally. The book makes you considerably more confidence
because you can know anything by the book. So , we need to make new experience and also knowledge with
this book.

Erwin Fast:

This Tre Pound book is absolutely not ordinary book, you have after that it the world is in your hands. The
benefit you get by reading this book is actually information inside this reserve incredible fresh, you will get
details which is getting deeper anyone read a lot of information you will get. That Tre Pound without we
realize teach the one who examining it become critical in considering and analyzing. Don't become worry
Tre Pound can bring when you are and not make your carrier space or bookshelves' grow to be full because
you can have it within your lovely laptop even mobile phone. This Tre Pound having good arrangement in
word and layout, so you will not experience uninterested in reading.

Sally Rose:

Now a day people that Living in the era just where everything reachable by interact with the internet and the
resources in it can be true or not involve people to be aware of each information they get. How many people
to be smart in obtaining any information nowadays? Of course the answer is reading a book. Examining a
book can help folks out of this uncertainty Information especially this Tre Pound book because book offers
you rich information and knowledge. Of course the knowledge in this book hundred per cent guarantees
there is no doubt in it you may already know.

Susan Woods:

This Tre Pound is brand new way for you who has intense curiosity to look for some information since it
relief your hunger info. Getting deeper you upon it getting knowledge more you know or perhaps you who
still having bit of digest in reading this Tre Pound can be the light food for you personally because the
information inside this particular book is easy to get through anyone. These books create itself in the form
and that is reachable by anyone, that's why I mean in the e-book web form. People who think that in e-book
form make them feel drowsy even dizzy this reserve is the answer. So there isn't any in reading a e-book
especially this one. You can find actually looking for. It should be here for anyone. So , don't miss it! Just
read this e-book variety for your better life and knowledge.
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